
 

What’s all this then?  Manga?  Yes.  Night time Highway racing? Yes.    
 
Wangan.  Midnight.  A strange sounding game...so no surprises for guessing it’s Country of origin.  Translated to English, it would probably have just been called 
‘M25 midnight racing’.  Thankfully they didn’t ‘regionalise’ this! 
 
In 1993 the Japanese Manga Comic Wangan Midnight launched.  It depicted street racing, a love interest and enemies.  The comic was inspired by the illegal rac-
ing community who pursue their antics at the Shuto Expressway in the ‘Greater Tokyo’ area of Japan.   One stretch of the 177km of roads is called ‘Bay Route’ (as 
it’s name implies this runs along the bay area from Tokyo to Yokohama).  It is a stretch known for being the longest and straightest stretch of road in Japan.  
Wangan is the name given to this route by the Japanese illegal street racers.  Midnight is an obvious reference for the preferred time of racing. 
 
The Manga Comic Wangan Midnight clearly inspired Genki when producing their Shutokou Battle games.  In addition, WM is a clear inspiration for the later Initial 
D Manga Comic. So it made perfect sense when Genki snapped up the license in 2001 to produce a game based on the comic.  
 
Like Sega, they put the game straight to Arcades (a collaboration with Namco).  It had a rather interesting 6-position gear shifter (no clutch though).  In Japan, 
three PS2 games have been released based upon the series. 

If  you like your Genki Tokyo Racing, this might be right up your highway. It is basically Japanese tuner cars, lots of Manga with Akio Asakura as the protagonist 
and of course eye watering, tunnel driving, sixth gear racing.  Much like Genki’s other highway racer, Intense concentration is required to play and watching an 
expert is much like watching an expert on dancemat/rhythm games…you can’t hope to compete, just sit back, watch them and be amazed. 
 
This is game is not to be confused with Japanese only 1995 Wangan Dead Heat For Saturn (programmed by Genki and published by JVC).  WDH was GT cars and 
circuit racing clearly trying and failing to compete with Ridge Racer.  For the two successors, (Wangan Dead Heat +Real Arrange and then Wangan Trail Love) 
they added girls to the game.  Still didn’t work.  Thankfully they gave up on this particular ‘love/racing’ series and concentrated on Expressway racing and later 
Mountain racing.  
 
 

Left to right:  Maximum Tune 3 (2 screens), PS2 Version box, Wangan Trial Love and a screen of the world’s worst bonus car, Wangan Midnight the original manga comic 

Nice gear shifter—bucking 
the more recent trend to give 
‘paddle’ gears. 


